The Institutions of Electronics & Telecommunication Engineers & Indian Society for VLSI Education, Ranchi

Best Paper Awards SECS-2020

Following members are very close to support/setup the IETE & ISVE society in Ranchi and nurture its technical activities and give the extraordinary efforts/support for Nationally & Internationally recognition. IETE & ISVE Awards Decision Committee have declared the awards in the memory of following active members:-

1. Dr. Parashuram Thakura Memorial Award in Energy Engineering.

Dr. Parshuram Thakura, BE from NIT Jamshedpur, M.Tech. from BITS Pilani & PhD. from BIT Mesra. He was Professor & Head EEE, BIT Mesra Ranchi (2017-2020). He has more than 100 publications in reputed journal & conferences. He guided several Ph.D. students in Power Electronics & Hybrid Vehicles. He had delivered more than 75 invited lectures in academic institutions and Industry. He also delivered lecture in one day seminar & workshop in ESDM funded by DeitY New Delhi under agises of IETE New Delhi in 2015. He had worked in IETE & ISVE with important capacities. He was the Vice-Chairman of IETE Ranchi Centre (2018-2020). He was the Founder President of ISVE Ranchi Centre. He was a very active person in Society. He is a mentor to establish the social forum to support the intellectual community. Committee wish to give memorial awards in their memory in the Energy Engineering for the best research article presented in related domain in SECS-2020 and evaluated by SECS 8 expert members' judges committee. He passed away in 2020.
2. Dr. Kalyan Singh Yadav Memorial Award in Microelectronics Engineering

Dr. Kalyan Singh Yadav, M.Sc. (Electronics) from BITS Pilani, M.Tech. from IIT Chennai & PhD. from IIT Kanpur. He was the Senior Scientist, IC Design Group CEERI Pilani (Rajasthan). He was Professor & Head, Guru Jambeshwar University of Science & Technology Hisar (2006-2008). He was Professor& Head, CDAC Noida (2005-2006). He had started M.Tech.(Microelectronics & VLSI Design) in CDAC Noida. Apart from this he was the mentor of several top academic institutions to setup the Microelectronics & VLSI Design Laboratory and started the specialized courses. He had delivered more than 100 invited talks in reputed industry and academic institutions. He was the Founder Chairman of ISVE Ranchi Centre. He was the Secretary of IETE Pilani Chapters (2001-2002). He has guided more than 15 Ph.D. students in Microelectronics & VLSI Design. He has more than 110 publications in reputed journal & conferences. Committee wishes to give memorial awards in their memory in the Microelectronics Engineering for the best research article presenter in SECS-2020 and evaluated by SECS 8 members judges committee. He passed away in 2012.
3. Dr. Ratnesh Ashthana Memorial Award in Medical Engineering

Dr. Ratnesh Ashthana, BAMS, KGMC Lucknow, Anesthesia Specialist worked at BHU and Barhgalanj Gorakhpur. He was a social worker and supporter in medical science & engineering. He is one of the mentors of the ISVE Society. Committee wish to give memorial awards in their memory in the Medical Engineering sector for the best research article presented in SECS-2020 and evaluated by SECS judges for their honor. He passed away in 2010.

All the awards will be given from SECS-2020 and upcoming series registration fees & sponsorship of the program. Initially the amount will be Rs.2000/- for each award and near future it will be increased with financial status of the program. This system will be continued in our society for all core supporters in near future. Parallel we also organize the memorial lecture for the above said academician & Practicenor.
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